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Group 1

Challenge: Terms are clear to implement, but underutilized or 

inconsistently used

Solution: Better education at the data provider-level

1.1 million fossil specimen records in GBIF record 
lat/long with a maximum precision of 0.01, but only ~5% 
of these records have any value present in 
dwc:informationWitheld or dwc:dataGeneralizations.E
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Guidelines for Sensitive Localities

DwC Term Paleo Guideline Paleo Example

decimalLatitude | 
decimalLongitude

May be truncated for paleontological specimens. If an 
institution truncates these values, they should also serve 
dataGeneralizations with an explanation such as: 
“Latitude and longitude reported at maximum precision of 
0.1 degrees.”

informationWithheld This is an important field to include for paleontological 
specimens. In many cases, specific locality information 
will be restricted for some or all paleontological specimens 
due to federal regulations as well as the preferences of 
private landowners.

Example: “More data may be available”

dataGeneralizations This is an important field to include if an institution does 
not serve the most specific decimal latitude/longitude 
available for a specimen. It is common to redact or fuzz 
geographic information to protect fossil localities from 
theft.

Example: “Latitude and longitude 
reported at maximum precision of 0.1 
degrees.”



Standard Formatting & Controlled 
Vocabularies
e.g. to use with terms in the GeologicalContext class

Dakota 
Sandstone

Dakota 
Fm.

Dakota 
Formation Dakota

Dak



Group 2

Challenge: Terms may be clear to implement,  but terminology 

used to describe and define them is unfamiliar to 

paleontologists or read as unnecessary for fossil occurrences

Solution: Improved term documentation that is inclusive of the 

paleo context

The examples for dwc:relationshipOfResource were 
primarily neontological relationships. Adding the 
example “on slab with” highlights that this field is 
relevant to paleo collections.E
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ResourceRelationship | 
associatedOccurrences
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Group 3

Challenge: Terms do not adequately represent information for 

the paleo context

Solution: Paleo community must participate in standards 

development and review process

Using dwc:individualCount for paleo specimens is 
complicated by the preservation of multiple biological 
organism in a single physical object, and of a single 
biological organism in multiple physical objects.E
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individualCount | organismQuantity
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Complex Topics Span All Groups

Group 2
Unclear how or where to 
record “incertae sedis” 
for ichnotaxa

Group 3
Nowhere to share data 
about taxonomic ranks 
commonly used in paleo 
(e.g. subclass, clade)

Group 1
Data affected when 
aggregators weight 
terms that data 
providers underutilize
(e.g., dwc:taxonRank)

Challenge
Problems recording taxonomic data in Darwin Core are complex, with solutions that are 
multiple and interrelated



Community Knowledge Management
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Digitally Accessible Data is Essential 
for Research

Image: https://www.gbif.org/occurrence/charts?occurrence_status=PRESENT | Figure: Marshall, C. R. et al. 2018. “Quantifying the Dark Data in Museum Fossil Collections as Palaeontology 
Undergoes a Second Digital Revolution.” Biology Letters 14(9): 20180431.



Data aggregators are not indexing 
these terms to make them 
searchable

Data providers are not supplying 
standardized values in these terms

Improving Implementation of Data 
Standards is Essential for Research
Researchers cannot currently discover data using the entry 

points they expect, e.g. litho- or chronostratigraphy
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Thank you

Resources
Paleo Digitization Working Group Wiki, with links to more 
information about our group’s “Happy Hour” topics and Slack 
workspace: https://bit.ly/paleo-digi
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Continue the discussion at the TDWG Earth 
Sciences and Paleobiology Interest Group 
Meeting - November 4th @ 17:30 UTC
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